Taiwan Summer Internship
Ere of my coming to Taiwan, I was
speculative about my decision to come here for
my Summer Internship, which was when my
Dad told me that Taiwan is one of the safest and
the friendliest places on Earth. True to what my
Dad found in www.google.co.in, I have to say
that from what I have experienced, this is the
most welldisposed places on Earth and I will
never regret my decision to come to Taiwan for
my Summer Internship.
Then, I came to know that Taipei has a
building that is half a kilometre long and has a
hundred and one floors, you guys might know
of it as Taipei 101, the day I went there and
clicked photos from the 89th floor was one of
the most blissful days of my life. The next day I
got photos of Taipei 101 from Dr. Sat Yat Sen memorial hall, which made the huge structure
look smaller than myself. Secondly, as the topic of Summer Internship was Transportation
Engineering, I cannot hide the fact that I was really impressed by the functioning of the
public transportation system including the Shuttle bus service and especially the MRT.
On the contrary something that has made me feel awkward while I walk in the
dormitories was the fact that both boys and girls are housed in the same dormitory. This is an
idea that was completely alien to me before I came here, but as days passed on I started
getting comfortable. Something that I am still not comfortable is the food. I do not mean to be
offensive, but for someone who considers the pig a dirty animal, worships the cow and hates
the smell of sea food, Taiwan is not the best place. Thanks to Seven Eleven, now I have a
special liking for pork burgers.
Last but not the least I would like to thank Prof. Tien Pen Hsu, civil Engineering dept.,
for giving me this opportunity to undergo my Summer Internship here.
Shea Shea!!
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